
TREE GROWS IN BROOKLY ESSAY QUESTIONS

Consider the relevance of the tree in the title -- "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn".. The references to the 'Tree of Heaven' in
the first and final pages give the novel a.

This ability to thrive in hostile conditions is also alluded to by Katie when she uses the tree as a metaphor to
argue that her children will similarly do well despite their environment. Immigration and ethnic identity are
important themes among the people ofWilliamsburg. Is this an accurate appraisal of the way things are in the
novel? Is the American Dream available to all Americans? This theme claims at least part of the meaning of
the title; a tree growing in Brooklyn can survive the tough life that might prevent it from growing, just like the
people in Brooklyn can and must fight to obtain their sun and air. Katie also works multiple jobs to help
sustain her family, yet Johnny receives the luxuries of nicer clothing articles for his part-time work. Education
is regarded as the only means of escape from poverty in this novel. Find three instances in which the tree is
discussed, and read them carefully. What is the biggest problem that poverty creates for Francie? Through the
experiences of Francie and members of her family, the reader is made aware of the devastating effects of
snobbery and is also taught the importance of unions and collective thinking in the workplace. This
eponymous tree only proliferates in the tenement districts and because of this it symbolizes those forgotten at
the bottom of the class hierarchy. Fiction should not just be the realm of the middle classes and their
understanding of life. When do characters in the novel suffer because they are poor? Sissy helps Johnny
recover from alcohol withdrawals with questionable methods including some elements of sexuality, but it
helps Katie and Johnny stay together in their rocky relationship. How does it still represent the same idea? But
she liked papa better. To what extent is education valued by Francie and her family? The narrator writes that
the Rommely women are "made of invisible steel. Consider the lives of women as portrayed in this novel.
Page 4 of 4 Discussion Questions 1. While Katie is giving birth, she tells Francie her views on how much
involvement men should have with such intense sorrows only women experience. Although the tree always
represents hope and perseverance, its use at different points inthe novel suggests it also has more specific
significations. It is through reading and writing that children will understand the world and, in addition, their
aspirations will be extended beyond the district of tenement buildings. And then she starts her novel that day
about ficticious Sherry Nola. What might Francie's obsession with orderâ€”from systematically reading the
books in the library from A through Z, to trying every flavor ice cream sodaâ€”in turn say about her
circumstances and her dreams?


